This Season’s **Coolest Looks**

- **Ruffle Trim**
  A pretty detail that turns a basic coat into something super feminine.
  Tulle, $98

- **Leopard**
  Meow! We’re loving this season’s must have print. (Just make sure to wear it with solid colors.)
  Club Monaco, $349

- **ASYMMETRICAL**
  This side-closure tweed coat looks totally modern.
  United Colors of Benetton, $199

- **MILITARY**
  Gold buttons, a belted waist and cuffs, and big pockets make it work.
  Calvin Klein, $350

---

**CAMOUFLAGE!**

What you can’t fix, you can hide. Consider these strategic distractions:

1. This multistrand peridot and olivine necklace from Sequin drapes around your neck, covering any spots with light, lovely layers.

2. To mask a midriff bulge, some women opt for boxy tops—but a streamlined shape is more youthful and surprisingly flattering.

3. Advice from Eliza Petrescu, the guru of eyebrows: If yours are graying or thinning, you can create instant definition with the right colored pencil.
   Her tip: Don’t use it like a crayon. Keep your strokes feathery, and blend with your finger.